4x4 & SUV
AZENIS FK510SUV
The AZENIS FK510SUV is Falken’s answer for today’s
growing market of performance luxury crossovers and
SUVs. Falken’s latest generation ultra high performance
tyre, the AZENIS FK510SUV is designed for drivers of
premium vehicles looking for excellent grip and outstanding
performance. 4D Nano Design enables Falken engineers to
optimise new high-performance compounds at the
molecular level, enhancing both wear and wet weather
traction. Featuring hybrid undertread materials, the
FK510SUV delivers confidence-inspiring handling and
stability. The FK510SUV allows your performance
crossover or SUV to handle the way it was meant to.

ZIEX S/TZ05
The ZIEX S/TZ05 features the latest in tread compound and
construction technology designed specifically for SUV and
luxury 4×4 applications. With an advanced M+S all-season
non-directional tread design, the S/TZ05 allows rotation in
all directions, optimising tread life. With double taper-cut
tread blocks and staggered shoulder lug grooves, the
S/TZ05 is a smooth, quiet and dynamic tyre. Available from
19 to 22-inch applications, this tyre covers many of today’s
popular SUV and luxury 4×4 wheel fitments. Whether you’re
cruising through the city or driving on the open highway, the
S/TZ05 provides unparalleled performance and comfort.

WILDPEAK H/T
The WILDPEAK H/T offers a combination of superb dry
handling and responsive wet braking on all roadway
surfaces. Falken has optimised traction and control through
the combination of a non-directional tread pattern, hightension casing ply and stiff wide steel belts in order to
provide stability and comfort for 4x4s and SUVs alike,
whatever the season.
With excellent value from its long lasting tread and optimal
ride comfort, the WILDPEAK H/T leaves the competition in
the dust.
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WILDPEAK AT3W
The WILDPEAK AT3W is engineered for adventure, any
time and in any weather. The tyre combines aggressive offroad ability and rugged terrain driving without compromise
on the pavement. An optimised tread design combined with
a silica tread compound enables the tyre to excel in three
areas: wear, winter, and wet performance. The tyre is
packed with technology, from Falken’s patented 3D Canyon
Sipes to an all-new proprietary lower sidewall. Full-depth
sipes and grooves maintain consistent performance and
appearance throughout the life of the tyre.

WILDPEAK M/T
Trusted by the pros to take on the harshest conditions, the
tough WILDPEAK M/T is built to get you there and back
whether you’re on the pavement, mud, snow or rocks. The
M/T features Falken’s proprietary three-ply DURASPEC™
Sidewall Technology developed to sustain the most
punishing off-road conditions. DURASPEC™ also features
two high ply turn-ups that provide an additional layer of
protection and durability. An aggressive upper sidewall
provides additional traction at low air pressures on rugged
terrain. The WILDPEAK M/T also features exceptional road
manners thanks to an optimised variable three-pitch tread
pattern and precision manufacturing technology.

ZIEX CT50 A/S
The ZIEX CT50 is original equipment for the 2016-2017+
Mazda CX-9 models equipped with 20-inch wheels. The
CT50 was developed by Falken to specifically meet
Mazda’s requirements for a tyre which provides outstanding
handling stability, refined comfort and quietness.
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